High Value Client Marketing Machine
CONFIDENTIAL DISCOVERY CALL REQUEST FORM



 es Parthiv. I believe I am a good candidate to benefit from the High Value Client
Y
Marketing Machine. I am interested. I want to learn more.

Please contact me so I can get the details I need, to decide if the
HVC Marketing Machine is right for me and my business.
4 ways to submit this form: Fax to 301.760.4941, Scan & email or pshah@elaunchers.com,
mail back to our office, or at www.elaunchers.com/HVC

___ I sell a high-dollar product or service. And I realize having a POWERFUL SYSTEM to FIND,
CONNECT WITH, and GET A RESPONSE FROM HIGH VALUE PROSPECTS, may give me a
fast and sustained increase in sales, which I am prepared to handle.
___ I understand The High Value Client Marketing Machine is a POWERFUL, SYSTEMATIC WAY to
identify, connect with, and get a response from the top 5% of my best high value prospects who
are perfect for my premium product or service.
___ Because I sell a high dollar product or service, I believe I am a good, (possible excellent),
candidate to benefit from for the HVC Marketing Machine. I agree; having a system to cut through
the clutter, identify, and engage high value prospects, is just plain smart.

To ensure MAXIMUM BENEFIT for the time we spend on the phone
determining if the HVC Marketing Machine is right for me,
I am happy to answer the following questions.
Name: 						 Title: 		

Company: 						

My MOBILE number: 					 EMAIL: 							
Address: 						 City 				 State

Zip 			

Annual revenue: 					TOTAL revenue in last 3 years 				
Average transaction size				 Lifetime value of client 					
What do you sell? 													
Who do you sell to?													
How many deals/transactions or clients you need to get $100K in revenue?
															
What would an additional $100K in additional annual revenue do for you?
															
Anything else you want to tell me today? 										
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